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An ab initio-based approach is used to investigate the facet stability of GaN during tri-halide vapor phase epitaxy (THVPE). 

First, surface reconstructions are analyzed to create surface phase diagrams as a function of the gaseous pressure and 

temperature. Next, a triangular wedge model is used to compute absolute surface formation energies with the bulk state as a 

reference. A Wulff construction is used to predict the crystal growth form composed of energetically preferred facets. The 

calculated results can be used to control the shape of GaN grown by THVPE. 

INTRODUCTION

Gallium nitride (GaN) is an attractive material for optics and high-power electronics applications because of excellent 

physical properties, such as a direct wide band gap, high electron mobility and high thermal conductivity.1-6 Several methods 

are used to manufacture GaN crystals, such as metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and halide vapor phase epitaxy 

(HVPE).7, 8 Among these methods, HVPE produces bulk crystals or self-standing substrates with a superior growth rate and 

crystalline quality.9 Recently, tri-halide vapor phase epitaxy (THVPE), in which GaCl3 replaces GaCl as a Ga source, has 

been developed to fabricate bulk GaN.10-12  The higher driving force for deposition in THVPE than in HVPE results in a 

higher GaN growth rate.11 This larger driving force for deposition allows to increase the growth temperature, resulting in 

superior crystal quality.11, 12 Therefore, THVPE is an interesting alternative to HVPE because of the advantages of a high 

growth rate and a high growth temperature.

Facet control during growth using the epitaxial lateral overgrowth technique is known to be crucial for reducing the 

threading dislocation density.13, 14 Facet formation of a buffer layer has also been controlled to improve the optical properties 

of an InGaN light emitting diode constructed on the buffer layer.15 From both scientific and technical viewpoints: the 
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crystallography, the underlying principles controlling the growth form, and the fundamental mechanism for GaN epitaxy, it is 

important to investigate naturally emerging polar, semipolar and nonpolar planes during growth. GaN crystallizes in the non-

centrosymmetric hexagonal structure of the wurtzite (space group P63mc), where the [0001] and [000-1] crystallographic 

directions are not equivalent. In this paper, 4-index notation hkil, called as Miller-Bravais notation, will be used to denote 

crystal directions and planes. In 2017, Iso et al.16 used the selected area growth (SAG) of the nonpolar m-plane (10–10) and 

the polar –c-plane (000–1) of GaN to determine the growth form and the quasi-equilibrium crystal shape (quasi-ECS) under 

THVPE. Experimental observations showed that the polar N-face (000–1) and the nonpolar m-plane {10–10} were 

consistently stable at low and high temperatures, whereas semipolar planes {10–1–1} only formed at high temperature. The 

purpose of this study is to theoretically determine how THVPE growth conditions affect the growth form of GaN.

Many putative atomic reconstructions must be analyzed to determine the stability of each surface. Ab initio calculations 

are typically used to study surface reconstruction by determining the surface formation energy as a function of the chemical 

potential of the component elements (taken as an independent parameter). However, these theoretical construction are 

difficult to compare against experimental parameters of gaseous pressures and growth temperatures.17, 18 In 2001, Kangawa et 

al.19 used an ab initio-based approach based on the gas phase free energy to predict the adsorption-desorption behavior of 

adatoms under a prescribed gas pressure and temperature. The proposed approach could be used to relate the surface 

formation energy to the growth conditions.20, 21 However, the disadvantage of the early version of this approach is that the 

reference to calculating the formation energy for each group of surfaces with the same crystallographic indices is their 

unreconstructed ideal state. The relative stability of different facets can only be compared by using absolute surface 

formation energies (the energy of the bulk state is used as the reference). In this study, we used a modified ab initio-based 

approach to analyze stable surface reconstruction on the (0001), (000−1), (10−10), (10−11), and (10−1−1) surfaces, and 

determined the surface phase diagram as a function of the temperature and partial pressure. Then these diagrams were used to 

determine the facet stability and to perform a thermodynamic analysis to serve as a database.22 We used Wulff construction to 

investigate the shape of GaN crystal growing under THVPE conditions.  

CALCULATION SCHEME

First, we determine stable surface reconstruction on the (0001), (000−1), (10−10), (10−11), and (10−1−1) surfaces. 

Surface reconstructions on GaN surfaces during HVPE and THVPE are analyzed for reference. In this study, two partial 

pressures are considered. The partial pressure at the inlet, , is referred to as the input partial pressure, and the partial 𝑝0

pressure at the growth section, , is referred to as the decomposed partial pressure. The carrier gas, which may be hydrogen, 𝑝′
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nitrogen, or a hydrogen-nitrogen mixture, transports the source gases, such as GaCl and GaCl3, to the growth section. The 

following decomposition reactions occur near the substrate during HVPE:

GaCl(g)→Ga(g) +
1
2Cl2(g),

(1)

NH3(g)→
1
2𝛼N2(g) +

3
2𝛼H2(g) + (1 ― 𝛼)NH3(g).

(2)

Here,  is the decomposition ratio of ammonia and is set to 0.25 in accordance with a previous study.22, 23  is solely 𝛼 𝑝0

determined using the ratio of the molar flow rates and the total pressure.  is determined by the molar ratios corresponding to 𝑝′

the chemical reactions given in Eqs. (1) and (2) and is expressed as

𝑝′Ga = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑝0
GaCl,

(3)

𝑝′NH3 = 𝑐 ∙ (1 ― 𝛼)𝑝0
NH3, (4)

𝑝′N2 = 𝑐 ∙ [𝑝0
N2 +

1
2𝛼𝑝0

NH3], (5)

,𝑝′H2 = 𝑐 ∙ [𝑝0
H2 +

3
2𝛼𝑝0

NH3] (6)

𝑝′Cl2 = 𝑐 ∙
1
2𝑝

0

GaCl
,

(7)

where c is a normalization constant used to maintain the total pressure.  is an input variable used to determine the surface 𝑝′

phase diagram, although  is shown for the calculation condition given below. To model THVPE, Eq. (2) and Eqs. (4)-(6) 𝑝0

are used, as for HVPE; however, Eq. (1) is replaced by

GaCl3(g)→Ga(g) +
3
2Cl2(g),

(8)

Eq. (3) is replaced by

𝑝′Ga = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑝0
GaCl3, (9)

and Eq. (7) is replaced by
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𝑝′Cl2 = 𝑐 ∙
3
2𝑝

0

GaCl3
.

(10)

Within the approach formulated by Kangawa et al.,19-21 the surface with the lowest formation energy appears at 

equilibrium. The surface formation energy based on an unreconstructed ideal structure without adsorbates is written as

,𝐸f = 𝐸recon
surface ― 𝐸ideal

surface ― 𝑛ad
Ga(𝐸gas

Ga + 𝜇gas
Ga ) ―

1
2{𝑛ad

N (𝐸gas
N2 + 𝜇gas

N2 ) + 𝑛ad
H (𝐸gas

H2 + 𝜇gas
H2 ) + 𝑛ad

Cl (𝐸gas
Cl2 + 𝜇gas

Cl2)} (11)

where and  are the total energies at absolute zero of the reconstructed and ideal surface systems, respectively; 𝐸recon
surface 𝐸ideal

surface

, , , and  are the total energies at absolute zero of the Ga, N2, H2, and Cl2 molecules, respectively; , 𝐸gas
Ga 𝐸gas

N2 𝐸gas
H2 𝐸gas

Cl2 𝜇gas
Ga , 𝜇gas

N2

, and  are the chemical potentials at the growth temperatures and partial pressures of the Ga, N2, H2, and Cl2 𝜇gas
H2 𝜇gas

Cl2

molecules, respectively; and ,  , , and  are the numbers of Ga, N, H, and Cl adatoms on the reconstructed surface, 𝑛ad
Ga 𝑛ad

N  𝑛ad
H 𝑛ad

Cl

respectively. The chemical potential of a gas molecule is expressed as a function of the temperature T and partial pressure p 

as follows:

𝜇 = ― 𝑘𝐵𝑇ln(g𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑝 × 𝜁trans𝜁rot𝜁vibr), (12)

𝜁trans = (2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ2 )
3
2
,

(13)

𝜁rot =
1

𝜋𝜎[8𝜋3(𝐼𝐴𝐼𝐵···)
1
𝑛𝑘𝐵𝑇

ℎ2 ]
𝑛
2

,
(14)

𝜁vibr =
3𝑁 ― 3 ― 𝑛

∏
𝑖

[1 ― exp ( ―
ℎ𝜐𝑖

𝑘𝐵𝑇)] ―1

, (15)

where ζtrans, ζrot, and ζvibr are the partition functions for translational, rotational, and vibrational motion, respectively. kB is 

Boltzmann's constant, h is Planck's constant, g is the degree of degeneracy of the electron energy level, m is the mass of one 

particle, n is the rotational degree of freedom, σ is the symmetry factor, II is the moment of inertia, i is the vibrational degree 

of freedom, N is the number of atoms in the respective particle, and ν is the frequency. Thus, Eqs. (11)‐(15) describe the 

surface formation energy as a function of the temperature and partial pressure. 
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The total energies were calculated by the DMol3 software package24, 25 based on density functional theory (DFT) with the 

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional26 and the double numerical plus polarization (DNP) basis set. The surface slab 

model comprised a vacuum layer more than 20 Å thick and five GaN bilayers, with a fixed bottom layer that was passivated 

with fictitious hydrogen atoms27. A basis set cutoff of 4.8 Å and a 3 × 3 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack (MP) k-point mesh28 were used 

to create (2 × 2) surface slab models of (0001), (000−1), and (10−10) GaN and (1 × 2) surface slab models of (10−11), and 

(10−1−1) GaN. Geometry optimization convergence thresholds of 2.0 × 10−5 Ha, 0.0005 Ha/Å, and 0.005 Å were used for 

the energy change, maximum force, and maximum displacement, respectively. These calculation conditions were the same as 

those used in previous studies by our group.22, 29, 30 Fig. 1 is a schematic of atomic configurations for the reconstructed surface 

that appears in the phase diagram (Fig. 2). A sufficient number of candidates other than those shown in Fig. 1 were 

considered in this study. These atomic configurations were chosen based on the literature22, 29, 31-33 and the electron counting 

(EC) rule34: that is, an electronically passivated surface is energetically favorable for the system. Eq. (11) was used to 

determine the surface with the lowest formation energy among the considered surfaces under the prescribed growth 

condition. 

Second, we determined the absolute surface formation energy. This energy can be calculated using the following 

formula:

,𝐸recon←bulk
f = 𝐸f + 𝐸ideal←bulk

f
(16)

where  is the surface formation energy of each structure calculated by Eq. (11), and  is the surface formation 𝐸f 𝐸ideal←bulk
f

energy of the ideal structure based on the bulk state.  is written as𝐸ideal←bulk
f

,𝐸ideal←bulk
f = 𝐸ideal

surface ― 𝑛GaN𝜇GaN ― 𝐴slab𝜎pass
(17)

where  is the number of GaN pairs in the slab model,  is the chemical potential of GaN (bulk),  is the surface 𝑛GaN 𝜇GaN 𝐴slab

area of the slab model, and  is the passivated surface energy per unit area. Note that , , , and 𝜎pass 𝐸recon←bulk
f 𝐸f 𝐸ideal←bulk

f

 are determined for the (2 × 2) surface for the (0001), (000−1), and (10−10) surfaces and for the (1 × 2) surface for 𝐸ideal
surface

(10−11) and (10−1−1) surfaces.  is calculated by the triangular wedge model, and the detailed calculation procedures can 𝜎pass

be found in the literature.22, 31, 35, 36 Indeterminate energies are obtained using the triangular wedge model, because the Ga and 

N chemical potentials are obtained using . This relationship is used as an equilibrium condition, and the 𝜇Ga + 𝜇N = 𝜇GaN
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absolute surface formation energy is estimated as a function of  or , which can vary over the thermodynamically 𝜇Ga 𝜇N

allowed range , where  is the GaN formation enthalpy and  is the  𝜇Ga(𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) ≥  𝜇Ga ≥ 𝜇Ga(𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) +∆𝐻𝑓(𝐺𝑎𝑁) ∆𝐻𝑓 𝜇Ga(𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘)

chemical potential of bulk Ga.20, 21, 37-40 A maximum in  is called a Ga-rich condition, and a minimum in  is called an 𝜇Ga 𝜇Ga

N-rich condition.

  Finally, we use Wulff’s theorem to determine how the gas phase affects the equilibrium shape or facet emergence and 

explain experimental THVPE results. Details of the equilibrium Wulff construction are explained elsewhere.41-44

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows the surface phase diagram corresponding to the most stable surface reconstruction as a function of the 

temperature and the V/III ratio. For HVPE growth under the growth condition (T = 1050 ℃ and V/III = 50) using H2 or N2 

carrier gases, 3Ga-Cl, 3N-H, 4N-H+4Ga-Cl, 2N-H2+5N-H, and 8Ga-Cl structures appear for (000−1), (0001), (10−10), 

(10−11), and (10−1−1) growth, respectively. For THVPE growth under the growth condition (T = 1230 ℃ and V/III = 50) 

using an N2 carrier gas, 3Ga-Cl, 3N-H, ideal, 2N-H2+5N-H, and ideal structures appear for (000−1), (0001), (10−10), 

(10−11), and (10−1−1) growth, respectively. The reconstructed structures appearing in Fig. 2 typically satisfy the EC rule, 

e.g., 3Ga-Cl for the (0001) surface. The EC rule is also satisfied by 3Ga-H for the (0001) surface and that structure appears 

under MOVPE conditions.19 However, 3Ga-Cl, and not 3Ga-H, appears under HVPE conditions. This result suggests that the 

Ga-Cl bond is stronger than the Ga-H bond. However, the N-H bond is stronger than the N-Cl bond, because the 3N-H 

structure appears even though 3N-Cl also satisfies the EC rule for the (000−1) surface. 45 The 4N-H+4Ga-Cl, 2N-H2+5N-H, 

and 8Cl appear for the (10−10), (10−11), and (10−1−1) surfaces, because the Ga-Cl and N-H bonds are strong. The ideal 

structure appears at high temperature for the (10−10) and (10−1−1) surfaces, because the chemical potential of molecules, 

such as H2 and Cl2, decrease as the temperature increases (see Eq. (12)), and these molecules are more stable in the gas phase 

than on the aforementioned surfaces.

We discuss the quasi-ECS during THVPE growth. The same reconstructed structure appears for the (0001), (000−1), and 

(10−11) surfaces at both 1050 ℃ and 1230 ℃. This structure changes at 1050 ℃ and 1230 ℃ for the (10−10) and (10−1−1) 

surfaces. This surface phase change influences the quasi-ECS. Fig. 3 shows the absolute surface formation energy of the 

reconstructed surface under THVPE experimental conditions (T = 1050 ℃ and 1230 ℃). The energies vary within the 

thermodynamically allowed range, and physical phenomena occur at one point within this range. Since the local partial 

pressures of the active gases in the experiment are not known exactly (these are parameters strongly dependent on the 
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geometry of the reactor), the chemical potential has to be linked to the actual growth condition by estimation. In general, it is 

useful to perform CFD simulations to obtain local concentrations of species in the growth zone and directly above the 

substrate crystal. Despite all this, our investigation showed that the calculated results and experimental results are in good 

agreement when N-rich conditions are adopted in our model. Thus, we present our interpretation of the thermodynamic 

reasons for the crystal shape observed in the experiments assuming N-rich conditions growth mode.16 The (000−1) and 

(10−10) surfaces emerged at both 1050 ℃ and 1230 ℃ in the experiment,16  because these surfaces have a lower absolute 

surface formation energy than other possible surfaces. Stable faceted surfaces tend to emerge during quasi-equilibrium 

growth. Emergence of the (0001) surface was not experimentally observed at any temperature, because this surface has a high 

absolute surface formation energy. Although emergence of the {10–1–1} surface was experimentally observed at high 

temperature,16 the {10–11} surface did not emerge at any temperature. This result is consistent with our calculations as (10–

11) surface has a higher absolute surface formation energy than (10–1–1). Fig. 4 is a schematic of the Wulff construction and 

the quasi-ECS at 1050 ℃ and 1230 ℃. The upper part of Fig. 4 is a 2D schematic of the absolute surface formation energy 

for various orientations. Here, O is the origin point, that is, the Wulff point, and P, Q, and R are determined from the absolute 

surface formation energies for the (000−1), (10−10), and (10−1−1) surfaces respectively. The angle θ denotes the surface 

orientation of GaN. The lower part of Fig. 4 shows the quasi-ECS based on the Wulff construction. The shape agrees with 

experimental results,16 confirming the feasibility of our calculation. The absolute surface formation energy of the (000−1) and 

(10−10) surfaces is 0.080 eV/Å2 and 0.066 eV, respectively, at 1050 ℃  and 0.10 eV/Å2 and 0.11 eV/Å2, respectively, at 

1230 ℃. This destabilization of the (000−1) and (10−10) surfaces explains why the emergence of the {10–1−1} surface was 

only experimentally observed at 1230 ℃.16  Further quantitative refinements to the theoretical model can be made taking into 

account the contribution of thermal vibrations of surface atoms.46 However, as mentioned, it is essential to obtain precise 

information on the local conditions (temperature and partial pressure) in experimental systems in the immediate vicinity of 

the growing crystal.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we performed ab initio calculations to elucidate the facet emergence mechanism during THVPE-SAG. 

First, we analyzed the stable reconstruction of (0001), (000−1), (10−10), (10−11), and (10−1−1) surfaces during GaN growth 

and determined the surface phase diagram as a function of the temperature and partial pressure. Then, we calculated the 

absolute surface formation energy using the bulk state as a reference. We used the absolute surface formation energy and 

Wulff construction to describe the facet emergence mechanism during THVPE-SAG in terms of surface stability. The 
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predicted facets emerging during SAG are consistent with reported experimental observations. The results of the present 

study can help understand surface phenomena during GaN growth and to obtain high-quality GaN crystals using HVPE and 

THVPE.
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FIGURES

     

FIG. 1. Candidate reconstructed structures that appear in surface phase diagram: dashed lines indicate (2×2) unit cells for (0001), (000−1), 
and (10−10) and (1×2) unit cells for (10−11) and (10−1−1) 

FIG. 2.  Surface phase diagram for (0001), (000−1), (10−10), (10−11), and (10−1−1)  atm and  under HVPE : 𝑝0
GaCl = 1.1 × 10 ―3 α = 0.25

conditions;  atm and  under THVPE conditions; total pressure is 1 atm for all growth conditions𝑝0
GaCl3 = 2.2 × 10 ―3 α = 0.25
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FIG. 3. Absolute surface formation energies of several GaN surfaces that can occur during THVPE at (a) 1050 ℃ and (b) 1230 ℃ as a 
function of a wide range of Ga chemical potential changes, showing that the typical THVPE experiments discussed in this paper were 
carried out under N-rich conditions, i.e., the Ga chemical potential is close to the value on the left side of the graph

FIG. 4. Schematic 2D Wulff construction and equilibrium morphology change during THVPE for growth temperatures of (a) 1050 ℃ 
and (b) 1230 ℃. O is the origin point, that is, the Wulff point, and P, Q, and R are determined from the absolute surface 
formation energies for the (000−1), (10−10), and (10−1−1) surfaces respectively.
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